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ABSTRACT

This practical work report aims as one of the requirements for graduating undergraduate students of Universal International Tourism Batam (S-1), as well as to determine the conditions and atmosphere that occur when the authors carry out fieldwork at Harris Resort Barelang Batam. The results of the analysis of the practical work report serve as the basis for the preparation of field work when the writer was at Harris Resort Barelang Batam, especially when he was in the kitchen section.

Data collection methods used in the preparation of this practical work report is by direct observation when the author is at Harris Resort Barelang Batam and interviews with staff who are on duty as well as documentation to collect photos of activities undertaken by the author. The information obtained by the author is used as a basis for preparing practical work reports. The explanation in this practical work report starting from the initial stage to the final stage the author is at Harris Resort Barelang Batam.

The results of this practical work that is obtained for the writer is to get a lot of lessons about kitchen science when the writer is at Harris Resort Barelang, and the authors hope that the compiled reports can benefit readers.
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